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Dear Name,
 
Below are the details that we discussed on our Client Appreciation Program® that will gain your company 
valuable exposure by sharing the inside scoop when featuring your clients.  

Includes: 
1. First Month with the introduction article featuring you and your story.
2. Dedicated sponsor column (we can create a name that fits well with your company).
3. Logo/link with sponsor paragraph/dek above each article within the column, 13 articles.
4. 13 months with a direct link in our weekly emails to our list.
5. 13 Months of social media marketing the featured employee of the month announcement. 

Value:
1. Boost client confidence - Getting them to vent/share their story (letting go)
2. Spotlight your clients while supporting your brand.
3. Empowering your clients and providing hope for other clients to be featured, sharing their story and 
potentially helping another women.
4. An alternative to traditional advertising - the inside scoop as we like to say.
5. COMPANY viewed in a positive light, supportive and giving back.
6. Added value and quality for COMPANY overall.

Website Statistics at Identity:
1. Average time on website: 3 Minutes (industry standard is 1-2 minutes) 
2. Average time on website from emails: 3 Minutes
3. Average open rate from emails: 20% Open Rate (industry standard is 10%)
4. Average time on website from Facebook: 3 Minutes
5. Average reach of over 15,000 unique a month
6. Average income of $55,000

Feel Beautiful Everyday!™ 

Susan Vernicek - CEO, S&J Identity, Inc.
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Below you will see the column drop-down menu from the “Achieve” section. Your sponsored column will be 
located in appropriate column. Then you will see title, company logo with sponsored text about  column and 
why you are sponsoring your employees. As each month goes by, there will be another drop menu with all 
articles from the “Achieving My Identity” - Tier columns.  

Example paragraph: Welcome to Identity’s Sponsored “Achieving My Identity” Column.  Our 
company values our employees and a way to show our appreciation, we are featuring an Identity employee 
each month.  Our employees help create our successful business and we greatly appreciate all they do for 
Identity.  We hope you enjoy meeting our employees and the success that they bring to work. No matter what 
your career is, make each day a successful day and remember that you choose to achieve, and hopefully our 
employees will provide some inspiration for you to continue achieving in your career.


